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MANUSCRIPT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The Scientific Scholar’s manuscript management system has a number of features that arise as a result of years of publishing experience of the core team.

The manuscript management system, which helps the Editors to handle the complex nature of manuscript management such as technical editing, reviewer management, review of the articles and their publication. The system is intuitive and has a very short learning curve. This manuscript system can be adapted to medical, paramedical and allied subjects. Our manuscript management system allows the journals to function smoothly by facilitating authors to submit their manuscripts, reviewers to perform double-blind peer reviews and the editors to conduct their editorial functions in an efficient manner.

OUR PROMISE

- Prompt and timely service.
- Complete transparency.
- Work with an extremely experienced team of professionals who understand your language and subject.
- Prompt evaluation of your proposal and stepwise guidance.

OUR SERVICES

- Provide manuscript management system for managing the journal publication.
- Production services such as page layout, formatting, copyediting and HTML conversion and PDF generation for publishing.
- Printing and mailing of the journal to the members of the society.
- We work with the society and the journal editors on various aspects of ethics compliance, good publishing practices and advise them on Indexing requirements.
- Indexing service to file the applications to various indexing and abstracting agencies.

ADVANTAGES OF THE SCIENTIFIC SCHOLAR’S MANUSCRIPT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Our manuscript management system has several advantages over the existing systems in the market.

- Easy manuscript submission allowing for the capture of manuscript metadata, forms, and files.
- Reviewers can accept or decline assignments, without even logging in, via secure deep links.
- Plagiarism check is available to the editors and reviewers.
- Automatically link submitted references to CrossRef® and PubMed, and reformat to journal style.
- Save time in the reviewer discovery process with built-in database integrated into the manuscript management system.
- Editorial dashboard offers quick visualization of key data.
- Drag and Drop functionality.
- Article Processing Charge can be easily paid from any part of the world using our PayPal integration in the system.
- Integration with standards such as ORCID and JATS available.
- Personalized client service and online training in the use of the manuscript management system.
- Author home page provides status information as a manuscript moves through the review process, reducing the need for authors to contact editors for status updates.
- Editor home page tracks and provides information on all manuscripts in the system, enabling editors to easily manage their workflow.
- All correspondence and data are stored and backed up electronically.
To start a new journal please fill the form and submit on [https://scientificscholar.com/proposal.php](https://scientificscholar.com/proposal.php).

To migrate fill the form and submit your existing journal on [https://scientificscholar.com/journalMigration.php](https://scientificscholar.com/journalMigration.php).

For Publication Rates please let us know your requirements and we will generate a custom quote for you.

You can reach us using the online at [https://scientificscholar.com](https://scientificscholar.com) or send an email to publish@scientificscholar.com.

**FOR THE DEMONSTRATION OF OUR MANUSCRIPT SYSTEM**

To see the demonstration of our system please contact us at demo@scientificscholar.com or fill out the online form at demo.scientificscholar.com.

For anything else please reach out to us at  +91 844 844 7723.
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